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Horizontal and Multilateral Wells: Planning, Technology & Performance

is extremely weak or unconsolidated, as the stresses may be approaching an isotropic

condition with little contrast between the stress magnitudes.

The Mechanical Properties log also can predict the critical drawdown pressure (CDF) at

which sand production can be expected.CDP is the difference between the average

reservoir pressure and the bottomhole flowing pressure above which mobilization of

vmconsolidated and/or disaggregated sand grains broken by perforation and concentrated

stress aroimd the borehole is expected to occur.

The CDP must be considered for the entire life of the field to avoid sand production and

prolong the longevity of the field wells. When reservoir pressure declines, both the net

vertical stress and net horizontal stress increase in such a way that the formation shear

stresses are increased. If the shear stress increases to the point thiat the formation

generally fails in shear, then weakly cemented rock may become disaggregated, thus

leading to a low value of unit cohesive strength. The allowable drawdown for perforation

stability may then be very low. For this reason, the stress state of the reservoir must be

checked to determine whether the stresses will be below the failure envelope throughout

the life of the field. The change in stress due to depletion depends on reservoir depth,

areal extent, thickness, and elastic properties of the reservoir and boimding formations.

The job can not be considered a success unless this is verification that the guns actually

fired in the desired orientation. This poses yet another challenge on how to prove that the

shots were indeed fired in the desired orientation.

Several other mechanical concerns such as torque and drag issues, which will determine

the ability to convey the guns downhole especially in severe doglegs, further complicate

the procedure. Torque and Drag modeling software must first be used to evaluate

candidate guns, well paths, and buckling limits.

In addition, a well modeling software analysis to forecast performance needs to be

performed to compare perforating options and determine the best perforation design to
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